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Připomínky a podněty
Comments and initiatives
We are convinced that the proposed gradual increase, ultimately by orders of magnitude, in
the flow-based charge for customers connected to the transmission and distribution systems
and customers using storage facilities (which is set out on page 77 in Table 34 and on page 81
in Table 39) will amount to a considerable increase in the customers’ costs and also, primarily
in combination with the proposed increase in the capacity component of the tariff for
transmission from/to storage facilities, a heavy burden on storage facility users (and in turn
operators).
According to the proposal, this increase is due to the expected higher use of the transmission
network for transit, for which compressor stations will have to be used some more. In the ideal
option we would expect that in particular the transit users of the network will bear such costs.
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For the above reason we regard the proposed increase as inconsistent with the TAR NC’s
general principles, which suggest that costs must be allocated so as to reflect the correlation
between cost drivers and cost allocation. Nevertheless, we are aware that this inconsistency is
mainly caused by Article 4(3) TAR NC and appreciate that the ERO has proposed cost
allocation using the CWD model in the commodity component of the tariff too. Yet again, we
consider that in the light of the intensity of the impact, additional avenues should be explored
with a view to reducing the impact on customers and storage facilities. We therefore
recommend analysing this issue further, and also in connection with setting the parameters for
the fifth regulatory period. We recommend checking, in particular, that the level of variable
costs is in line with the allocation ratio for transit network use by intra-system transmission.
Furthermore, any gas system modifications that are also beneficial for national transmission
can be included in the TSO’s regulated asset base and subsequently reflected in the capacitybased tariff. However, the commodity component is directly tied to the operating costs
incurred in the actual gas flow, and in this respect transferring the extra costs of higher transit
to domestic transmission customers is unjustified. We therefore require that all extra costs of
gas compression, which are reflected in the flow-based charge, be transferred to the transit
users, i.e. into the transmission tariff for exit from the Czech Republic, and that the current
level of tariffs be maintained and only adjusted by the gas and EUA prices in the future.

